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No Man's Land: A John Puller Novel 4
David Baldacci

John Puller's mother disappeared nearly thirty years ago. 
Despite an intensive search and investigation, she was 
never seen again. But new allegations have come to light 
suggesting that Puller's father - now suffering from 
dementia and living in a VA hospital - may have murdered 
his wife. Puller is officially barred from working on the case -
and faces a potential court martial if he disobeys orders -
but he knows he can't sit this investigation out. When 
intelligence operative Veronica Knox turns up, Puller 
realises that there is far more to this case than he had 
originally thought. He will stop at nothing to discover the 
truth about what happened to his mother... even if it means 
proving that his father is a killer.

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447277484 $39.99

Inherit the Bones
Emily Littlejohn

In Emily Littlejohn's accomplished and poignant debut, 
police officer Gemma Monroe identifies a murdered 
clown in a visiting circus as the mayor's son, presumed 
dead for the last three years. Now, someone has 
uncovered the lies in the town of Cedar Valley, and it is 
his murder that continues a chain of events that began 
almost forty years ago. Detective Gemma Monroe's 
investigation takes her from the seedy grounds of a 
travelling circus to the powerful homes of those who 
would control Cedar Valley's future. Six-months 
pregnant, with a partner she can't trust and colleagues 
who know more than they're saying, Gemma tracks a 
killer who will stop at nothing to keep those secrets 
buried.

Minotaur • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781250089397 $35.99

Pull Me Under
Kelly Luce

Kelly Luce's Pull Me Under tells the story of Rio Silvestri, 
who, when she was twelve years old, fatally stabbed a 
school bully. Rio, born Chizuru Akitani, is the Japanese 
American daughter of the revered violinist Hiro Akitani - a 
Living National Treasure in Japan and a man Rio hasn't 
spoken to since she left her home country for the United 
States (and a new identity) after her violent crime. Her 
father's death, along with a mysterious package that arrives 
on her doorstep in Boulder, Colorado, spurs her to return to 
Japan for the first time in twenty years. There she is forced 
to confront her past in ways she never imagined, pushing 
herself, her relationships with her husband and daughter, 
and her own sense of who she is to the brink.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780374238582 $35.99

The Snow Rose
Lulu Taylor

The Snow Rose is the gripping story of a woman on the 
run from her past by Lulu Taylor, author of The Winter 
Folly. Kate is on the run with her daughter, her identity 
hidden and her destination unknown to her husband and 
family. She's found a place where she and Heather can 
be alone and safe, a huge old house full of empty rooms. 
But it turns out she's not alone. There are the strange old 
ladies in the cottage next door, Matty and her blind sister 
Sissy. How long can Kate hide Heather's presence from 
them? And then the newcomers arrive, the band of 
eccentrics led by the charming and charismatic Archer. 
Kate begins to realise that she is involved in something 
strange and dangerous, and the past she's so desperate 
to escape is about to find her...

Pan • PB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447290988 $19.99

The Killer
Susan Wilkins

The Killer is the third in a gripping crime series by Susan 
Wilkins. It moves between organised crime and the police; 
the underworld, the overworld, the rich and the 
dispossessed - and between violence and love. Kaz Phelps: 
the sister of a dead gangster on the run from all the sins of 
her past. Nicci Armstrong: an ex-cop turned security 
consultant forced to service the global rich who use her city 
as a playground. Tom Rivlin: a charming and ambitious 
Detective Inspector desperate to prove he's up to the job. 
Robert Hollister: a disgraced politician bent on revenge. Asil 
Kemal: a Turkish drug baron obsessed with his honour -
and also bent on revenge. Viktor Pudovkin: an ex-KGB 
Russian billionaire anxious to prove his loyalty to his 
political masters.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509804351 $19.99

Gallows Drop
Mari Hannah

At dawn on a lonely stretch of road, a body is found 
hanging from an ancient gallows the morning after a 
country show. Hours earlier, DCI Kate Daniels had seen 
the victim alive. With her leave period imminent, she's 
forced to step aside when DCI James Atkins is called in 
to investigate. When Kate discovers that Atkins' daughter 
was an eyewitness to a fight involving the victim, the two 
detectives lock horns and he's bumped off the case. It's 
the trigger for a vicious attack on Kate, exposing a secret 
she's kept hidden for years and unearthing an even 
darker one. As suspects emerge, she uncovers a curious 
historical connection with a hangman, a culture of 
systematic bullying, a web of deceit and a deep-seated 
psychosis, any one of which could be motive for murder.

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447287339 $39.99
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Snowflakes in the Wind
Rita Bradshaw

It's Christmas Eve 1920 when nine-year-old Abby Kirby's 
family is ripped apart by a terrible tragedy. Leaving 
everything she's ever known, Abby takes her younger 
brother and runs away to a tough, hard existence in the 
Border farming community. Years pass. Abby becomes a 
beautiful young woman and falls in love, but her past 
haunts her, casting dark shadows. Furthermore, in the 
very place she's taken refuge there is one who wishes her 
harm. With her heart broken, Abby decides to make a new 
life as a nurse. When WW2 begins, she volunteers as a 
QA and is sent overseas. However, life takes another 
unexpected and dangerous turn when she becomes a 
prisoner of the Japanese. It is then that Abby realises 
whatever has gone before is nothing compared to what 
lies ahead...

Pan • PB • Historical Romance

9781447271611 $19.99

Poldark: The Complete Scripts - Series 2
Debbie Horsfield

Cornwall, 1790. Ross Poldark faces the darkest hour of 
his life. Accused of wrecking two ships, he is to stand trial 
at the Bodmin Assizes. Despite their stormy married life, 
Demelza has tried to rally support for her husband. But 
there are plenty of enemies who would be happy to see 
Ross convicted, not least the powerful banker George 
Warleggan, whose personal rivalry with Ross grows ever 
more intense. This second volume of Debbie Horsfield's 
original scripts for the acclaimed television series takes 
readers from Ross's trial to the dramatic final episode.
Poldark: The Complete Scripts - Series 2 is the perfect 
companion to the television series and affords a 
fascinating insight into how Winston Graham's beloved 
novels are transformed for the screen.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781509814671 $24.99

Dr Finlay's Casebook
A J Cronin

Dr Finlay's Casebook brings together Adventures of a 
Black Bag and Dr Finlay of Tannochbrae, A. J. Cronin's 
two hugely popular collections featuring his most famous 
creation, Dr Finlay. Set in and around the fictional Scottish 
town of Levenford and village of Tannochbrae during the 
inter-war years, the stories found here are heart-warming, 
funny and touching, full of fascinating characters and 
unforgettable encounters. Made famous by the much-
loved adaptations for radio and television, the classic tales 
of Dr Finlay, his senior colleague Dr Cameron, and their 
unruffled housekeeper Janet, remain as fresh and 
entertaining now as they were upon first publication.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509818624 $19.99

Wrath
John Gwynne

Events are coming to a climax in the Banished Lands, as 
the war reaches new heights. King Nathair has taken 
control of the fortress at Drassil and three of the Seven 
Treasures are in his possession. And together with 
Calidus and his ally Queen Rhin, Nathair will do anything 
to obtain the remaining Treasures. With all seven under 
his command, he can open a portal to the Otherworld. 
Then Asroth and his demon-horde will finally break into 
the Banished Lands and become flesh. Meanwhile Corban 
has been taken prisoner by the Jotun, warrior giants who 
ride their enormous bears into battle. His warband 
scattered, Corban must make new allies if he hopes to 
survive. But can he bond with competing factions of 
warlike giants?

Tor UK • HB • Fantasy

9781447259688 $39.99

In Their Mother's Footsteps
Mary Wood

Edith and Ada run Jimmy's Hope House where they care 
for unmarried mothers, and where Edith, a doctor, offers 
free medical help to the poor of London's East End. Both 
are struggling to overcome trauma from their past. For 
Edith there is the constant ache and yearning for her twin 
girls Elka and Ania, from whom she was separated in 
1918. For Ada there is the threat of her sister returning... 
As the Nazis strengthen their grip on Poland, sisters Elka 
and Ania are forced to make a difficult decision: travel to 
England to find their birth mother or stay and fight against 
an increasingly desperate regime? In times of war, no 
choices are ever easy to make. But making the right 
choice could keep you alive...

Pan • PB • Sagas

9781509811168 $19.99

Christmas Magic
Edited by David G. Hartwell

Wonders abound at Christmas, and never more so than in 
this delightful collection of holiday stories by some of 
today's most gifted writers of fantasy and science-fiction. 
In this volume, Harlan Ellison, Alan Dean Foster, Kit Reed, 
Howard Waldrop, Donald Westlake, and many other 
science fiction and fantasy stars present their unique 
visions of Christmas. Toys come to life for one miraculous 
hour. A little girl sets forth on a quest to join Santa's elves. 
Talking animals, away in a manger, bring two lovers 
together, and a small boy discovers the secret of Santa's 
tenth reindeer. These and other stories raise Christmas 
spirits to fantastic new heights, and find unexpected twists 
and surprises in even the oldest of holiday traditions.

Tor Books • TPB • Fantasy

9780765315809 $24.99

Haunted: A David Ash Novel 1
James Herbert

Three nights of terror at the house called Edbrook. Three 
nights in which David Ash, there to investigate a haunting 
will be victim of horrifying and maleficent games. Three 
nights in which he will face the blood-chilling enigma of his 
own past. Three nights before Edbrook's dreadful secret 
will be revealed... And the true nightmare will begin.

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781509816026 $19.99

The Ghosts of Sleath
James Herbert

Can a ghost haunt a ghost? Can the dead reach out and 
touch the living? Can ancient evil be made manifest?
These are the questions that confront investigator David 
Ash when he is sent to the picturesque village of Sleath in 
the Chiltern Hills to look into mysterious reports of mass 
hauntings. What he discovers is a terrified community 
gripped by horrors and terrorised by ghosts from the 
ancient village's long history. As each dark secret is 
unveiled and terrible, malign forces are unleashed, he will 
fear for his very sanity. Sleath. Where the dead will walk 
the streets.

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781509816033 $19.99



Ash: A David Ash Novel 2
James Herbert

They were miscreants with black souls, roaming the 
corridors and passageways. Infamous people thought 
long-deceased. Hiding and nurturing their evil in a 
basement full of secrets so shocking they would shake the 
world if they were ever revealed. David Ash, ghost hunter 
and parapychologist, arrives at Comraich Castle - a 
desolate, ancient place with a dark heart - to investigate a 
series of disturbing events. An incorporeal power has 
been ignited by a long-ago curse, fed and now unleashed 
by the evil of those who once inhabited this supposed 
sanctuary - and by some who still do.

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781509816019 $19.99

48
James Herbert

In 1945, Hitler unleashed the Blood Death on Britain as his 
final act of vengeance. Those who died at once were the 
lucky ones. The really unfortunate took years. The 
survivors - people like me, who had the blood group that 
kept us safe from the disease - were now targets for those 
who believed our blood could save them. I survived for 
three years. I lived alone, spending my days avoiding the 
fascist Blackshirts who wanted my blood for their dying 
leader. Then I met the others - and life got complicated all 
over again...

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447294610 $19.99

The Mysterious Library: A Coloring Book Journey Into Fables
Artwork by Eunji Park

The Mysterious Library: A Coloring Book Journey Into 
Fables will transport you on a quest into your favourite 
fairy tales, with over sixty-two pages of gorgeously-
detailed pen and ink artwork to colour, by Korean 
illustrator Eunji Park. This colouring book features a visual 
narrative about a young lady who discovers a strange 
library in the forest. As she picks up a book, she is 
transported into a storybook world, where she herself 
transforms into its heroine. To return home, she must find 
a hidden key, while traveling through various works of 
literature and fables, from Hansel and Gretel to Cinderella, 
from Alice in Wonderland to Rapunzel, and beyond.

St Martin's Press • TPB • Myth & Legend Told As Fiction

9781626924604 $22.99

The Fish Market
Lee van der Voo

Gulf Wild, the first seafood brand in America to trace each 
fish from sea to table, emerged after the speckled grouper 
fell off menus due to overfishing. The brand was born 
when the government divided rights to fish it among 
qualifying fisherman to fix the problem. Through 
traceability it has met burgeoning consumer demand for 
domestic, sustainable seafood. But the property rights that 
saved grouper also shifted control of ocean fish from 
public to private, adding a premium and forever changing 
the relationship between wild seafood and the people that 
eat it. From aboard fishing vessels from Alaska to Maine, 
inside restaurants of top chefs, and the halls of Congress, 
journalist Lee van der Voo tells the story of people and 
places left behind in this era of privatisation.

St Martin's Press • HB • Environmental Economics

9781250079107 $35.99

Fighting Blind
Ivan Castro and Jim DeFelice

Fighting was a practiced routine for Lieutenant Ivan 
Castro. But when a mortar round struck the rooftop of his 
sniper's post in Iraq, he found himself in a battle more 
difficult than even he could have imagined. The direct hit 
killed two other soldiers and nearly claimed Castro's life as 
well. His lungs were collapsed. He couldn't hear. One eye 
had been blown out, the nerve to the other severed. He 
eventually fought his way back to health through exercise 
and a single-minded goal: running a marathon. Stubborn 
to a point that at times bordered on insanity, he managed 
not only to recover but to return to active duty. Since 2007, 
he has run over two dozen marathons, including the 
Boston Marathon in 2013, where he was one of the 
runners diverted when the bombs exploded.

St Martin's Press • HB • True War & Combat Stories

9781250076540 $35.99

Judgmental Maps
Trent Gillaspie

A sharp-tongued and fierce-witted full-colour collection of 
maps of America's greatest cities in all their brutally honest 
glory. When you move to a new city you look at a map to 
get you where you need to be, but a Google Map of San 
Francisco won't tell you where you can get "real dim sum" 
or where "the worst Trader Joes ever" is. Or if you're 
visiting Chicago, you might want to see the Magnificent 
Mile, but not know it's right next to where "Suburbanites 
Buy Drugs" and "Retired Mafioso." This is where
Judgmental Maps comes in - a no holds barred look at 
city life that is at once a love letter and hate mail from the 
very people who live there.

Flatiron Books • HB • Parodies & Spoofs

9781250068545 $29.99

A Warrior of the People
Joe Starita

On March 14, 1889, Susan La Flesche received her 
medical degree - becoming the first Native American 
doctor in U.S. history. By age twenty-six, this fragile but 
indomitable Indian woman became the doctor to her tribe. 
Overnight, she acquired 1,244 patients scattered across 
850 square miles of rolling countryside with few roads. Her 
patients often were desperately poor and desperately sick 
- tuberculosis, small pox, measles, influenza - families 
scattered miles apart, whose last hope was a young 
woman who spoke their language and knew their customs.

St Martin's Press • HB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9781250085344 $35.99

High Holiday Porn
Eytan Bayme

High Holiday Porn is the story of an Orthodox boy in the 
Bronx who discovers masturbation during Passover dinner 
as a child, gets caught with porn on Yom Kippur, 
fantasises about marrying his grade school classmate, 
and finally figures out that the way into a girl's pants is 
through her heart. Eytan Bayme's hilariously honest 
memoir is the true story of how an anxious boy finally 
stops masturbating in public, gets the girl, grows up, and 
begrudgingly makes peace with the unfairness of life and 
love. It's a heartwarming, fantasy-laden, usually 
embarrassing, sometimes raunchy, and always 
outrageous look at coming of age.

Griffin • TPB • Memoirs

9781250106162 $22.99



The Enchilada Queen Cookbook
Sylvia Casares

In The Enchilada Queen Cookbook, Sylvia Casares gives you the best of the best, 
including tricks and simple techniques to turn any dish from appetising to amazing. You'll 
learn how to make her Holy Trinity spice paste; why you should use certain key shortcuts, 
such as chicken bouillon, in some dishes; and how to do her tortilla-changing Texas Two-
Step marinating technique. And after you've picked your favourites from her 14 key 
sauces, you'll make unbelievable food for a family or a crowd. And the Enchilada Queen is 
an expert in more than just enchiladas. Here you'll find appetisers, sides, breakfasts and 
desserts.

Griffin • HB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

9781250082916 $39.99

A Cozy Coloring Cookbook
Adrianna Adarme, author of The Year of Cozy

The adult colouring book category has exploded in recent years, drawing in massive 
numbers of adults eager to find calm and purpose through colouring. Drawing inspiration 
from her beautiful site A Cozy Kitchen, cookbook author and food blogger Adrianna 
Adarme shares more than 40 simple, cozy recipes with an accompanying black and white 
drawing that the reader can colour in as they cook. Little line drawings of food items are 
scattered throughout the pages of the book so that the finished dish can be coloured in 
before or after the meal is cooked to share their results.

Rodale • TPB • Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

9781623368326 $22.99

How Do You Say? / ¿Cómo Se Dice?
Angela Dominguez

Hello! ¡Hola! Some people speak Spanish. Some people speak English. Although we may 
not speak the same language, some things, like friendship, are universal! Follow two 
young giraffes as they meet, celebrate, and become friends. This bilingual tale will have 
readers eager to meet new friends and amigos!

Henry Holt • HB • Educational: Foreign Languages

9781627794961 $24.99

Freakboy
Kristin Elizabeth Clark

From the outside, Brendan Chase seems to have it pretty easy. He's a star wrestler, a 
video game aficionado, and a loving boyfriend to his seemingly perfect match, Vanessa. 
But on the inside, Brendan struggles to understand why his body feels so wrong - why he 
sometimes fantasises about having long hair, soft skin, and gentle curves. Is there even a 
name for guys like him? Guys who sometimes want to be girls? Or is Brendan just a freak? 
In razor-sharp verse, Kristin Clark folds three narratives into one powerful story: Brendan 
trying to understand his sexual identity, Vanessa fighting to keep her and Brendan's 
relationship alive, and Angel struggling to confront her demons.

Square Fish • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250062956 $16.99

How to Survive a Plague
David France

The riveting, powerful and profoundly moving story of the AIDS epidemic and the grass-
roots movement of activists, many of them facing their own life-or-death struggles, who 
grabbed the reins of scientific research to help develop the drugs that turned HIV from a 
mostly fatal infection to a manageable disease. Around the globe, the 15.8 million people 
taking anti-AIDS drugs today are alive thanks to their efforts. David France, a chronicler of 
AIDS from the earliest days, uses his unparalleled access to the community to illuminate 
the lives of dozens of extraordinary characters. Expansive yet richly detailed, this is an 
insider's account of a pivotal moment in the history of American civil rights - and one that 
changed the way that medical science is practiced worldwide.

Picador • HB • Hiv / Aids

9781509839384 $44.99

Holy Corpse Rising Vol. 1
Story and art by Hosana Tanaka

Holy Corpse Rising is an all-new supernatural manga series about a war between 
witches and humans. Featuring gorgeously detailed artwork and a wicked sense of 
humour, Holy Corpse Rising will appeal to fans of Blood Lad and Witchcraft Works. In 
fifteenth century Rome, witches have declared war against humanity. A young man named 
Nikola, whose parents were murdered by a witch before his eyes, discovers that to win the 
war, he must revive twelve witches who will become his allies and weapons to defeat evil 
witches. But there is one small hitch: in order to revive them from their eternal slumber, 
Nikola must form a marriage contract with each witch. Just how many witches must Nikola 
marry in order to save humankind?

St Martin's Press • TPB • Graphic novels: superheroes & super-villains

9781626923591 $22.99

A Centaur's Life Vol. 10
Story & Art by Kei Murayama

Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who, like many teens her age, struggles with the trials and 
tribulations of attending high school. The difference is she's a centaur; but she's not alone. 
In fact, all of her classmates are supernatural creatures, sporting either horns, wings, tails, 
halos, or some other unearthly body appendage. Yet despite their fantastical natures, 
Himeno and her best friends-the dragon-winged Nozomi, and Kyoko with her spiraled 
horns-are down-to earth, fun-loving teenagers who grapple with issues of life and love in a 
mostly normal daily school setting.

St Martin's Press • TPB • Graphic Novels: Manga

9781626923515 $22.99

Hammer Is the Prayer
Christian Wiman

From the taut forms of his first book to the darker, more jagged fluencies of his second, 
into the bold and pathbreaking poems of his last two collections, Hammer Is the Prayer 
bears the reckless, restless interrogations and the slashing lyric intensity that distinguish 
Wiman's verse. But it also reveals the dramatic and narrative abilities for which he has 
been widely praised - the junkyard man in "Five Houses Down" with his "wonder-cluttered 
porch" and "the eyesore opulence / of his five partial cars," or the tragicomic character in 
"Being Serious" who suffers "the world's idiocy / like a saint its pains." Wiman's work 
makes reality more available to us, so that we might more readily salvage it and ourselves.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Poetry By Individual Poets

9780374167745 $34.99

The Rescue
Bastien Vivès, Michaël Sanlaville, Balak

Marianne and Adrian Velba are in a dire predicament: They've been kidnapped by an 
extremely powerful group that is obsessed with the Valley of Kings and has sinister plans 
for its captives. Determined to foil those plans, Richard Aldana makes some unlikely 
alliances and executes a daring rescue. The three return to the Valley of the Kings, 
unaware that their greatest danger awaits them there.

First Second • TPB • Graphic novels: superheroes & super-villains

9781626720510 $17.99

Failure Is an Option
Caitlin Peterson

Check your ambition at the door with the hilarious new colouring book, Failure Is an 
Option. When striving for success sounds like far too much effort, colour your way through 
30 helpful reminders that phoning it in and lowering your expectations are perfectly 
adequate mantras. With fun illustrations and cynical quotes for every perforated page, you 
can colour elegant works of grim resignation for your friends, family, or yourself. If you'd 
rather not give a damn about love, work, and the slow crawl of human existence, Failure Is 
an Option is the perfect colouring book!

Griffin • TPB • Humour

9781250128225 $14.99

Hey, A**hole
Caitlin Peterson

Don't bottle up your true feelings; share them with the ones you hate. Hey, A**hole is a 
beautifully illustrated collection of 32 scathing notes to help you to unleash your wrath on 
someone special. Enjoy a surge of satisfaction as you add a rainbow of colour to the words 
you meant to say long ago. Frame your empowering works of art and hang them on the 
walls of your home or office, or send them in an envelope to that deserving asshole in your 
life. If you're tired of someone else's bullshit, you'll love how this therapeutic colouring book 
lets you vent your frustrations in a healthy and decidedly non-violent way.

Griffin • TPB • Humour

9781250126818 $14.99

The Sisters Vol. 2: Doing It Our Way!
Christophe Cazenove and William Maury

How can two siblings who truly love each other manage to also drive each other so crazy? 
Well, if you have a sibling, then you already know the answer! Wendy and Marine continue 
their sisterly shenanigans and manage to not kill each other as they continue to act... like 
sisters. Can you imagine what would happen if they didn't love each other? While their 
friends know to stay out of the sisters' way while they're going at it, they also know what a 
good time can be had just by standing back and seeing what they'll do next! It'll surprise 
you - or worse, it will remind you of you and your sister!

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629915944 $19.99

The Sisters Vol. 2: Doing It Our Way!
Christophe Cazenove and William Maury

How can two siblings who truly love each other manage to also drive each other so crazy? 
Well, if you have a sibling, then you already know the answer! Wendy and Marine continue 
their sisterly shenanigans and manage to not kill each other as they continue to act... like 
sisters. Can you imagine what would happen if they didn't love each other? While their 
friends know to stay out of the sisters' way while they're going at it, they also know what a 
good time can be had just by standing back and seeing what they'll do next! It'll surprise 
you - or worse, it will remind you of you and your sister!

Papercutz • TPB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629915951 $14.99

Ariol #9: The Teeth of the Rabbit
Emmanuel Guibert and Marc Boutavant

Bouncer, Ariol’s rabbit classmate, is the best one at sports (even if he wears a dental 
device). That’s just one typical detail you’ll discover in the latest all-new collection of twelve 
delicately delightful Ariol stories. Ariol, that cute little blue donkey with the big eye glasses, 
whose best friend is a pig, who is hopelessly in love with a cow, while a fly is equally head-
over-heels in love with him (not that he cares). Ariol’s ever-expanding universe features 
many endearing characters that will remind you of your friends and (possibly) your 
enemies too. After all, Ariol’s just a donkey like you and me.

Papercutz • TPB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629916026 $19.99



Zendoodle Coloring: Happy Thoughts
Bonnie Lynn Demanche

Zendoodle Colouring: Happy Thoughts puts a brand new, colourful spin on the time-
honoured phrase: "Don't worry, be happy!" - so if complete, unadulterated joy is what you 
seek you don't far to look. Between the covers of this colouring book you'll find more than 
60 pages filled with joyful inspirations to bring cheer to everybody. In Zendoodle 
Colouring: Happy Thoughts gleeful serenity and empowering calm will inspire you to 
create beautiful one-of-a-kind artwork one page at a time. We dare you not to smile!

Griffin • TPB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781250126757 $22.99

Zendoodle Coloring: Happy Thoughts
Bonnie Lynn Demanche

Zendoodle Colouring: Happy Thoughts puts a brand new, colourful spin on the time-
honoured phrase: "Don't worry, be happy!" - so if complete, unadulterated joy is what you 
seek you don't far to look. Between the covers of this colouring book you'll find more than 
60 pages filled with joyful inspirations to bring cheer to everybody. In Zendoodle 
Colouring: Happy Thoughts gleeful serenity and empowering calm will inspire you to 
create beautiful one-of-a-kind artwork one page at a time. We dare you not to smile!

Griffin • TPB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781250126764 $19.99

Zendoodle Coloring: Tropical Paradise
Deborah Muller

With more than 60 images celebrating the warmer, sultrier climes you'll almost smell the 
rich, mossy undergrowth and the salty, sea air as you colour and shade each scene to 
perfection. Zendoodle Colouring: Tropical Paradise will find you lost in your own 
Shangri-La a with each page you turn and each image you transform - so grab your 
passport, adventure awaits just beyond the covers!

Griffin • TPB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781250112965 $22.99

Zendoodle Coloring: Tropical Paradise
Deborah Muller

With more than 60 images celebrating the warmer, sultrier climes you'll almost smell the 
rich, mossy undergrowth and the salty, sea air as you colour and shade each scene to 
perfection. Zendoodle Colouring: Tropical Paradise will find you lost in your own 
Shangri-La a with each page you turn and each image you transform - so grab your 
passport, adventure awaits just beyond the covers!

Griffin • TPB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781250109521 $17.99

The New York Times Sunday Crossword Puzzles Volume 42
Edited by Will Shortz

The Sunday New York Times crossword has been a beloved fixture for over sixty years. 
It's become America's favourite and most famous crossword puzzle. This forty second 
collection of the Sunday puzzles features: - Fifty New York Times Sunday crosswords 
edited by Will Shortz - Puzzles over 50% bigger than the weekday crosswords - Covered 
spiral binding for easy stay-flat solving

Griffin • TPB • Crosswords

9781250106292 $16.99

Will Shortz Presents Snow Day Sudoku
Edited by Will Shortz

Curling up with a sudoku puzzle is the perfect way to spend a snowed-in day! This book 
features: - 200 Challenging puzzles - Perfect portable trim size for solving anywhere -
Edited by puzzlemaster, Will Shortz!

Griffin • TPB • Sudoku & Number Puzzles

9781250106339 $14.99

The New York Times Snow Day Crosswords
Edited by Will Shortz

Get cozy with America’s favorite crosswords! From the pages of The New York Times 
comes this brand-new collection of light and easy puzzles, chosen from Monday and 
Tuesday editions of the newspaper. These solver-friendly puzzles allow you to sit back, 
relax, and lose yourself in a puzzle. Features: - 75 fun and easy Times’ puzzles - Portable 
format is perfect for travel or solving at home - Edited by the biggest name in crosswords, 
Will Shortz

Griffin • TPB • Crosswords

9781250106322 $12.99

Trish Trash #1: Rollergirl of Mars
Jessica Abel

200 years from now, Trish "Trash" Nupindju lives on the newly inhabited Mars, whose 
settlers live under harsh and ruthless conditions. Trish dreams of only one thing: becoming 
a hoverderby star. It seems like making the professional derby team is the only way to 
escape a future of poverty on her parents' farm. But, what happens when a half-dead 
Martian shows up on her doorstep and changes everything? Find out in the first volume of 
the new science fiction trilogy created by Jessica Abel.

St Martin's Press • HB • Graphic novels: superheroes & super-villains

9781629916149 $19.99

Nancy Drew Diaries #8
Written by Stefan Petrucha, illustrated by Sho Murase

In "Tiger Counter," Nancy Drew and her friends Bess and George, have volunteered at the 
River Heights Animal Protection Centre, never dreaming that they might soon need 
protection from the animals. But that's what happens when a truck delivering circus tigers 
breaks down by the woods, and the big cats escape. Nancy and her friends were nearby 
when suddenly they're swept up in the deadly mystery of the missing tigers. In "What Goes 
Up..." Nancy Drew gets caught up - literally - with a crook with a million dollars in stolen 
cash. Chief McGinness is in hot pursuit, so the desperate thief decides to escape in 
Nancy's hot air balloon - except he doesn't want Nancy along for the ride.

Papercutz • TPB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629915937 $14.99

The Hardy Boys Adventures #1
Scott Lobdell, Paulo Henrique, and Tim Smith 3

This collection of four Hardy Boys graphic novels brings stories Board to Death, To Die or 
Not to Die?, A Hardy Day's Night, and Abracadeath into one volume for the very first 
time. Follow Frank and Joe on adventures as they search for hidden treasure, discover the 
true identity of a mysterious girl, investigate some accidents on the set of a popular reality 
series, and check out some strange occurrences at the local mall.

Papercutz • TPB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629916071 $22.99

The Smurfs Anthology #4
Peyo

Another iconic Smurf, The Smurf Apprentice, gets the Anthology treatment! A Smurf wants 
to emulate Papa Smurf, and decides the best way to do so would be to practice magic. So, 
the Smurf sneaks into Gargamel's lab and steals instructions for a magic potion. The 
Smurf foolishly drinks the potion and is turned into a monstrous lizard that all of the Smurfs 
fear. Can Papa Smurf create an antidote? Or will the Smurfs be seeing green for the rest 
of their lives?

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629911724 $26.99

A Journey Through the Jungle
Emily Wallis

Clamber through dense vegetation and weave between the towering trees with A Journey 
Through the Jungle, a tropical dot-to-dot colouring adventure. From the bombing howler 
monkey to the sluggish sloth, the steely jaguar and an assortment of insects, Emily Wallis's 
intricate puzzles will charm and delight as they reveal beautiful scenes and illustrations for 
you to personalise with pattern and colour.

Boxtree • TPB • Hobbies, Quizzes & Games

9780752266213 $22.99

Void Studies
Rachael Boast

Void Studies, Rachel Boast's extraordinary new collection, realises a project that the 
French Symbolist poet Arthur Rimbaud had proposed, but never written. Études néantes 
was to consist of poems written as musical études; these would not convey any direct 
message - but instead summon the abstract spirit of their subject. This 'impossible project' 
has been completed by Boast in the most astonishing way, and in doing so she has 
increased the expressive possibilities of poetry itself. These tone poems are indeed works 
of pure music - but despite their esoteric nature are by no means 'difficult' in the usual 
sense: instead they conjure the recognisable states, emotions, moods, ambiances and 
strange atmospheres that lend our lives meaning, and together comprise a kind of lexicon 
of feeling. Void Studies is an airy and beautiful book - one in which Boast has spun a pure 
music to both ask and answer the most profound questions poetry can frame.

Picador • PB • Poetry

9781509811458 $22.99


